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We met Dan Floros over 12 months ago through an acquaintance and started working with Dan in

July 2009.

Dan is someone we always imagined we would meet. A person who would guide us in our business

and help us achieve our personal and business goals.

It has been 12 months and what a year!

The DFI philosophy is a proven system for reaching your business and personal objectives faster than

you thought possible by establishing Clarity, Focus and Simplicity on what really matters.

Dan helped us by reminding us what we always knew we wanted deep inside, who we always

thought we were and what we always wanted to be.

Our perceptions have changed for all aspects in our lives: how to run a successful business, improve

business etiquettes, managing staff, selling skills and how education really does matter.

We started reading books on wealth, pchsycology and investing. By reading these books, our

perceptions changed and thus consequently made some amazing changes for the better.

We started investing. Something we never thought of doing. We realised we didn't need a lot of

money to do this. Just respect money and it will then respect you. It's that simple.

We learnt about the universe. It will give you back a lot more than you give. This never ceases to

amaze us.

By gaining clarity, Dan helped us discover some major loopholes in our accounts thus gaining us

more income.

This financial year our business turnover increased by 30% in comparison to last financial year and

despite the doom and gloom of the "GFC".

Words are not enough to express our gratitude and appreciation to Dan Floros. We highly

recommend to anyone to let Dan take you through the journey. Enjoy the ride!

Signed

Dianne Raftou-Stoikos and Toll S 9 kos
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